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1. INTRODUCTION

Communication systems operating in the frequency range 200 MHz-12 GHz are still pop-
ularly used for terrestrial transmission of voice and digital information as well as television pro-
grammes [l]-[4]. Terrestrial transmissions at this frequency range which are confined to altitudes
below 3-8 km. are significantly affected by local meteorological conditions. In the case of terres-
trial line-of-sight microwave paths, computation of attenuation due to meteorological conditions
usually takes into account only fog, precipitation and atmospheric gases [4]. As for transhorizon
paths, computation of attenuation due to meteorological conditions makes use of semi-empirical
expressions which depend only on altitude, the radio path involved and the corresponding smooth-
earth distance between the transmitter and the receiver [4],[5]. It has recently been shown that the
climate/weather system is routinely characterized by zonally moving heat/temperature waves at
different zonal wavelengths and speeds [6],[7]. In this paper, we analyze and briefly discuss the
possible influences which these zonal waves have on terrestrial microwave transmissions under dry
atmospheric conditions.
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ABSTRACT

Directional microwave repeater systems are still in significant use for radio-telephone
communications as well as terrestrial TV transmissions. In these systems, the optimally maxi-
mum distance Do between one transmitter and die next repeater-receiver pardy depends on me-
teorological conditions since the refractive index n for microwaves is considerably influenced
by these conditions. We show that, under dry atmospheric conditions, certain zonally travelling
heat/temperature waves which are normally in the weather/climate system significally vary n and
hence inevitably impose specific conditions on the evaluation of Da. Finally we use some Tan-
zanian meteorological records to arrive at an expression for Do that is suitable for regions whose
meteorological conditions are comparable to those in Tanzania.
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2. ANALYSIS

The refractive index n for radio waves propagating in the lower atmosphere at frequencies
less than 30 GHz is given as follows [4],[5]
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where P is atmospheric pressure (in N/vn.1), E is the water vapour pressure (in W/m2), T is the
temperature (in K), A = 7.76 x 10 ~2 and B = 3.73 x 102. For humid air at density p and whose
water vapour has density cr, P and T are related ay [8]
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where R is the gas constant for dry air. Furthermore, both E and P are related as follows [9]

E = „ , 1 . F (3)
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A combination of Eqs.(l),(2) and (3) yields

Under sufficiently dry atmospheric conditions, Eq.(4) may be approximated to the following form
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since - FS 0 and -g; FB 0. To a good approximation, the troposphere may be considered to exhibit
adiabatic equilibrium [10]. Now if adiabatic conditions are assumed in the troposphere, then we
have

Tp1^ = constant (6)

where 7 is the ratio of specific heats (i.e. ^ ) for the air. If we differentiate Eqs.(5) and (6) loga-
rithmically and combine the results together, we shall end up with the expression
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where n and T are considered as mean refractive index and mean temperature, respectively. It has
been shown in Refs.[6],[7] that the weather/climate system incorporates a series of zonally travel-
ling heat/temperature waves with periods upward of 2 days. If w denotes the angular frequency (in
rad./sec.) of one of these waves, then the corresponding zonal phase speed V in longitude degrees
per day is given as

7f

where b = (24)(60)(60). The zonal wavelengths of the zonal waves to which Eq.(8) applies are
upward of 2 longitude degrees [11]. Let us arbitrarily choose one of the zonal heat/temperature
waves and refer to it as the "m"1 zonal wave". The latter, will give rise to temperature variation
&Tm as a function of time ( and longitude 6 such that

= Re{a (9)

where * = sf^\, km and vm are the zonal wave number and phase velocity, respectively, and am is
the wave amplitude. A combination of Eqs.(7) and (9) yields

fa (10)

It is evident from Eq.(3) and Ref.[ll] that zonal waves at periods ~ 3 days to ~ 1 year will have
their maxima and minima cross a given location on the Earth about 122 to about 1 times per year.
If such crossings are made on a terrestrial microwave transmission path, then parts of this path may
sometimes have significantly different refractive indices with the result that the transmitted beam
may be divered away from the receiver antenna. We would like to develop an expression for the
maximum distance Da between a transmitter Tr and a receiver Ft* such that, over any period X,
the microwave beam from Tr will always be wholly focussed onto the receiver antenna despite of
the zonal heat/temperature waves that will be effective over the period X. We assume that both the
transmitter and receiver have paraboloidal reflector antennas which in any way are very common
in microwave communication systems.

Before evaluating Do, we need to find out the common effective maximum amplitude
az in Ylm -Re-Came'*1"'9""'"" } over period X. As we shall see later on, ax may be calculated from

temperature records of the particular region involved. Now let Tr and He be arbitrarily located (see
Fig.l) so that the straight line joining them makes angle <j> with the east-west direction as shown.
Suppose that at an arbitrary time t, the zonal heat/temperature structure at amplitude ax is located
such that line NS (Fig.l) is the demarcation line between its (zonal) ebb phase and its peak phase.
In this case, the microwave beam passes through two regions with different refractive indices. Thus
the microwave beam at 0 may be deflected by a maximum of angle a or 0, depending on whether
the ebb phase of the zonal wave is located to left or right-hand side of line SN, Application of
Snell's law to Fig. 1 yields
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Mindful of the fact that, in practice y <c a and x <• z< Eqs.(l 1) and (12) may be simplified into
the forms

(13)
( c - 1)

and
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where c = ' ^ ° * . Since x > !/ and c > 1, then we shall use Eq.(14) to develop an expression for
Do- On the basis of Eq.(14), let t increase to Do as a result of x increasing to r0. If the transmitter
antenna has aperture radius rt and the receiver antenna has aperture radius rT, then m = rT — rt so
that

The unique contribution of Eq.(15) is that it specifies the maximum transmitter-receiver distance
Do at which the transmitted beam will be wholly incident upon the receiver antenna in the presence
of the zonal waves mentioned in the text. This is irrespective of the usual attenuation subjected to
the beam along its path and whose details are given in the literature [l]-[5].

Practical application of Eq.(15) will require prior calculation of ax and hence c for the
particular region involved over period X, Normally ax is the largest amplitude in continuous tem-
perature record from the region involved over period X provided that the period X includes the
duration in which the temperature-modulation of (one of) the most intense sunspot cycle is at its
antinode phase. The latter condition is necessary because sunspot cycles do amplitude-modulate
temperature in the lower atmosphere as typically illustrated in Fig.2. Normally it is advisable to
compare the X-long temperature record with corresponding records from neighbouring stations in
order to establish dominance of the zonal waves over any meridional counterparts. On this basis,
if X = 1 year then ax for Dar es Salaam (6.51°S, 39.18°E) may be evaluated from Fig.3 whose
continuous temperature plot coincides strategically with sunspot cycle 22, the most intense sunspot
cycle within the last 30 years. It is then clear from Fig.3 that ax PS 0.09 and hence c « 14 . With
the latter value in mind, we have tried to identify those microwave transmitter-receiver terrestrial



links in Tanzania whose distances exceed Do as given by Eq.(15) and also those links whose dis-
tances are at most equal to Do • Expectedly, available transmission data shows that those links
belonging to the latter category do not experience total signal losses during the dry seasons while
those links belonging to the former category experience rather frequent total signal losses during
the dry seasons. In this case, we have taken the view that total signal loss is confirmed whenever the
information being set through cannot be distinguished from the accompanying background noise.

Under certain approximations, Eq.(15) may be applied to tropospheric forward scatter
transmissions (TFST) in single-hop mode. These approximations include the assumption that, in
the absence of zonal heat/temperature waves, the transmitter-receiver path of any TFST involved
is within a region of approximately homogeneous temperature. Since the practically common dis-
tance between adjacent TFST relay facilities is about 320-480 kilometres [2],[5], largest deviations
of the transmitted beam planes in TFST will expectedly be caused by atmospheric zonal waves
with zonal wavelengths upward of about 640-960 km, According to Ref.[ll], these particular
zonal waves have periods larger than ~ 6 days.

3. CONCLUSION

We have developed mathematical expressions for the possible influences of zonal heat/
temperature waves on the refractive indices of terrestrial microwave transmissions under dry at-
mospheric conditions. On this basis, we have derived Eq.(15) which gives an expression for the
maximum transmitter-receiver distance at which transmitted microwave beams will be wholly inci-
dent on the receiver antenna despite the influences of the above-named zonal waves. The parameter
c in Eq.(l 5) may be evaluated from temperature records of the region involved as already explained
in the text.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Schematic illustration of a transmitter TV and a receiver Re located in such a way that

the straight line joining them makes an angle of <f> with the east-west direction. Line NS

is aligned along the north-south direction. At point 0, the microwave beam from TV may

undergo a deviation of a or j3 under conditions explained in the text. Note that Re is at

distances x> V and z from K, L and 0, respectively.

Fig.2 A plot of monthly mean 15.00 local time air temperature at Tabora (5 .01 °S, 32.48°E)

from 1952 to 1989 (solid line). The latter is amplitude-modulated into a modulated en-

velope which has been sketched in discontinuous lines. Locations of sunspot minima are

shown by the vertical arrow-headed lines.

Fig.3 A continuous plot of air temperture at Dar es Salaam (6.51°S, 39.18°E) from January

1988 up to April 1990.

Fig.l
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